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Abstract. According to the current topology maintenance algorithm is based on the topology 

reconstruction when the nodes movement, some nodes joining and exiting the network, node 

failure may cause the topology changes. This paper proposes a power control based on the 

topology maintenance algorithm PCTMA. PCTMA algorithm contains three mechanisms: Relay 

Node Selection Mechanism Based on Node Energy Consumption Model; Power Adjustment 

Prejudging Mechanism and Maintenance Mechanism Based on Event Triggering. Exploits the 

node energy consumption model to select the relay nodes and achieve the purpose of reduce the 

overall network energy consumption. Power Adjustment Prejudging Mechanism according to 

the relationships between the nodes transmit power and communication radius, the nodes 

maintain connectivity with each other based on the power control.The mechanism can prejudge 

how to adjuste the transmission power when the network topology changed.To deal with the 

different situation that causes the topology changes, the maintenance mechanism based on event 

triggering was proposed in the paper. The simulation results show that the PCTMA algorithm is 

superior to the XTC algorithm and NAPC algorithm in terms of average transmits power, 

network connectivity, and the number of live nodes in the network.  

Keywords:  energy consumption of nodes, power control, topology maintenance, topology 

reconstruction  

1 Introduction 

In the mobile wireless sensor networks, because the moving speed or direction of nodes may change at 

any time, new nodes join the network, some nodes exit the network due to the movement or because of 

energy depletion, all of these cases can lead to large and frequent topology changes, seriously affecting 

network connectivity and network life cycle [1-2]. Therefore, when the topology changes through the 

topology maintenance algorithm to maintain it, which is very important to improvement the 

communication reliability and extend the network life cycle [3-4]. 

Topology maintenance refers to monitor the state of the network topology real-time, is a process to 

repair the network topology when it has changed and this change is about to affect or has affected the 
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network performances [5-6]. The main purposes are repair the topology of the network and extend the 

network life cycle [7-8]. Due to topology maintenance techniques not yet been widespread concern by 

academia, resulting in a special topology maintenance algorithm also rare. There have been many 

topology maintenance schemes proposed. But most of them perform the topology construct algorithm 

again. However, the maintenance strategy based on topology reconstruction can not be quickly and 

effectively for topology maintenance. Firstly, topology construction and topology maintenance has 

different emphases. The topology construction it is more important to define the network topology based 

on the topology construction algorithm, and this algorithm and topology structure can help to improve the 

performances of the network [9]. In contrast, the topology maintenance is more important to repair the 

network when the topology changed or network failure. Secondly, if topology reconstruction scheme 

adopted that need to get the nodes information again and then reconstruct the topology, which increases 

the communication overhead and network convergence time. In addition, in the high node density 

networks when one node failure results in network topology changes, it will involve a lot of 

“unnecessary” nodes if the topology reconstruction scheme was adopted. This will undoubtedly increase 

the communication overhead, node energy consumption, network convergence time. While some 

topology maintenance scheme based on topology control are proposed, but their essence is topology 

reconstruction. 

2 Related Work 

Shen, Chang and Zhang proposed STMP algorithm is to maintain the connectivity and topology 

performance of the network, and reduce the overhead as much as possible during topology maintenance 

[10]. It’s mainly aimed at the situation of node failure in wireless Ad hoc networks. STMP algorithm was 

based on the SPTTC algorithm [11]. SPTTC algorithm is a kind of topology control algorithm based on 

power control. The main idea of the algorithm is that each node based on the local topological structure 

run shortest path tree algorithm to determine the transmission power of nodes. Liu and Liproposed to 

control the network topology by SPTTC algorithm, then the topology changes, the neighbors of faulty 

node are first triggered to respond through the STMP algorithm, each responding node judges whether 

the network is connected by the “Hello” messages from its neighbors [11]. If the network is not 

connected, then the other reachable nodes of the failure node can be triggered. However, SPTTC 

algorithm was run again when the neighbors of faulty node are first triggered to respond. So the essence 

of algorithm of STMP algorithm is topology reconstruction. An energy efficient topology maintenance 

scheme (EETMS) was proposed to maintain the network connectivity and performance while reducing 

the maintenance overhead when nodes fail [12]. The EETMS introduced the judgment criterion of graph 

connectivity. When the faulty node in the network, the transmission power of the neighbors of faulty 

node was adjusted firstly. Then the local adjacency matrix of neighbor node set of faulty node is 

calculated. And finally construct an energy efficient local topology. But the algorithm does not give the 

detection mechanism of the fault nodes, and the maintenance strategy of the algorithm is also the 

reconstruction of the local topology. Song proposed NAPC algorithm [13], which is also a kind of 

topology control algorithm based on power control and is an improvement of the XTC algorithm [14]. 

NAPC algorithm controls the node transmit power and optimizes the topology structure by exploiting the 

relationship between the nodes transmit power and the nodes communication radius. When a node 

detects lost contact with its adjacent node, the node maintains connectivity with adjacent nodes through 

adjusts its transmission power. However, the NAPC algorithm is only for nodes caused by movement is 

no longer become the other neighbor nodes and the algorithm has problems that a large overhead and 

network convergence time when the node updates it’s transmit power. This paper mainly aims at the 

defects and shortcomings of the above maintenance algorithm based on the topology reconstruction. We 

proposes Topology Maintenance Algorithm Based on Power Control (PCTMA) 

3 NAPC Algorithm Principle and Problem Analysis 

The basic idea of the NAPC algorithm is to ensure network connectivity while allowing each node to 

control their transmission power. When the mobile node sends data to neighbor nodes farther away from 

itself, select distance it close neighbors as a relay node forwards. So the node can reduce its own 
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transmission power. At the same time, it can also guarantee the connectivity of the network, and it will 

not lead to the conflict of the link because of too much power. 

3.1 NAPC Algorithm Principle 

The NAPC algorithm is mainly based on the nodes adopt different transmission power with a different 

transmission range. By dynamically adjusting the transmission power of nodes in the network, while 

maintaining the network connectivity, as far as possible to allow the network node to send data with the 

minimum power. The relationships between the nodes transmit power and the nodes communication 

radius such as formula (1) [13]. NAPC algorithm is mainly divided into three parts: to find qualified 

nodes, determine and modify the node transmit power, and update the node’s transmission power. 

 

i
*

a

i
P C r=  (1) 

Where, Pi is the transmission power of node Vi.ri is communication radius of node Vi. C is a constant. a 

is an integer in the [2, 4] range, it indicates the energy attenuation factor. C and a has different value in 

different environments. 

The first part, to find qualified node refers to the node finds out the closer nodes from the neighbor 

nodes set, and the nodes can become the relay node for the distant nodes. Then delete the nodes from the 

node’s neighbor nodes set which one is far from it. As shown in Fig. 1, Vi, Vj, Vk respectively represent 

nodes. d is the distance between the nodes. When the distance between the nodes Vi, Vj, Vk are 

simultaneously satisfied the conditions: d1 <d, d2 <d, Vj is the qualified node. The node Vi removes the Vk 

from it’s neighbor nodes set. The direct communication between the node Vi and Vk is adjusted to through 

the relay node Vj forwarded. Node Vi can adjust its transmission power according to the distance of the 

node Vj, so as to achieve both to maintain link connectivity and save the energy consumption of the node. 

ri is communication radius of node Vi after adjusted the transmission power. rmax is the maximum 

communication radius of node Vi. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of NAPC algorithm 

The second part, after found out the qualified nodes, nodes according to the formula (1) to determine 

and modify their transmit power. As shown in Fig. 1, after the node Vi finds out the qualified node Vj, the 

node Vi finds its own neighbor nodes set who is the most distant from itself. Then put this distance value 

into the formula (1) and calculated the transmission power Pi, replace the maximum transmit power Pmax 

with Pi. 

The third part, update the node’s transmission power refers to maintain the network topology. In order 

to maintain the connectivity of the network, the NAPC algorithm detects the state of the network nodes. 

For example in Fig. 1, each node Vi sends the “Live” message every time tm. And each node only receives 

one-hop neighbors’ message. If the node Vi dose not receive the feedback message from one of it’s 

neighbors Vj after the time t0, the node Vi will record the transmission power value Pi at this time. Then 

the node Vi increases its transmission power 1.5 times and send a message to the node Vj. If the node Vj 

feedback the message, the node Vi will according to the current distance with the node Vj and calculate a 

new transmission power instead of Pi. If the node Vi does not receive the feedback message from the 

node Vj, the node Vi will continue to increase its transmission power 1.5 times, then detect, until it’s 

transmission power is increased to the maximum or receives the feedback message from the node Vj that 

is no longer increased. If the node Vi increases it’s transmission power to the maximum and can not be 

connected with the node Vj, the node Vi will be tell it’s parent node that can not reach the node Vj. 
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If the parent node of the node Vi receives the message from the node Vi that can not reach to the node 

Vj, the node will look for a suitable relay node based on the above strategy or tell it’s parent node that can 

not reach the to node Vi. 

3.2 Problem Analysis 

Through in-depth research we found that there are 3 problems in NAPC algorithm: 

(1) The purpose of NAPC algorithm to find a qualified relay node is that to effectively save the node 

energy. But the algorithm is based on the the size of the distance between the nodes, rather than the 

energy consumption between nodes, which is obviously unreasonable and can not reduce the overall 

network energy consumption. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, When the distance between the nodes Vi, 

Vj, Vk are simultaneously satisfy the conditions: d1 <d, d2 <d, but this does not mean that the total energy 

consumption for the node Vi sends the message to the node Vk through the node Vj forwarded is less than 

the energy consumption for the node Vi sends the same message to the node Vk directly. If we want to 

achieve the purpose of reduce the overall network energy consumption, the strategy that to find qualified 

relay nodes based on the the size of the distance between the nodes was undesirable. 

(2) NAPC algorithm maintains the connectivity of the network topology by updating the node’s 

transmission power. As shown in Fig. 1, when the node Vj moved out of communication range of node Vi, 

the node Vi continue find the node Vj acts as the relay node for the node Vi and the node Vk. There are two 

defects that the node increases its transmission power 1.5 times every time. First, there may be other 

qualified nodes except for the node Vj when find qualified relay nodes. So when the node Vj moved out of 

communication range of node Vi, the node Vi increases its transmission power 1.5 times to find the node 

Vj, it is blind and increases the communication overhead. Second, if the node Vj moved out of the 

maximum communication range of node Vi at first, or the node Vj moved out of 1.5 times transmission 

power corresponding to the communication range every time. The node Vj can not be found even though 

the node Vi increased its transmission power 1.5 times every time tm. So this strategy increases the 

communication overhead and the convergence time of the network. 

(3) NAPC algorithm is only given the maintenance measures the arbitrary node Vj moved out of 

communication range of node Vi, but the not considers the state of the node Vj. This may become the 

other nodes’ neighbor, leaving the network, or become failure node due to energy depletion. 

In order to solve the above problems, this paper improves the NAPC algorithm, and proposes 

Topology Maintenance Algorithm Based on Power Control (PCTMA). 

4 PCTMA Algorithm Principles 

PCTMA algorithm is mainly to improve the shortcomings of the NAPC algorithm. In order to reduce the 

overall energy consumption of the network, the relay nodes find more reasonable. The PCTMA 

algorithm exploits node energy consumption model to calculate the energy consumption of the node 

transmission unit bit data packet and select relay nodes with the condition of energy consumption size. 

When selecting relay node, preference to the minimum energy consumption node that transmit the unit 

bit packets. So that the energy consumption is minimum for nodes transfer data in each hop. The node 

first to finds the forwarding set and checks whether there are other nodes to replace the failure node. 

Then prejudge increase its transmission power 1.5 times or directly increase the power to the maximum 

can repair the link. Defining different events for the network topology change which caused by the 

different status of the network of nodes (joining network, leaving the network, node failure). The node 

detects the events and according to different events to make different maintenance strategies. In this 

paper the PCTMA algorithm is mainly divided into three mechanisms: relay node selection mechanism 

based on node energy consumption model, power adjustment prejudging mechanism and maintenance 

mechanism based on event triggering. 

4.1 Relay Node Selection Mechanism Based on Node Energy Consumption Model 

In order to save energy more effectively, according to size of the energy consumed act as the decision 

condition for selecting the relay nodes that the node to transmit and receive the unit bit packet. Energy 

consumption model of sensor nodes [15] as shown in Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2. Energy consumption model of sensor nodes 
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Where, Eelec denotes the energy consumption of transmit or receive unit bit data. ε  denotes the energy 

consumption of the transmit amplifier transmit unit bit data. k denotes propagation attenuation index, and 

2≤k≤5. ETX (n,d) denotes the energy consumption of transmit n-bit data and the distance is d. ERX (n) 

denotes the energy consumption of receive n-bit data. Etotal denotes the total energy consumed that the 

node transmits n-bit data and the distance is d. 

During the initialization of the network, each node calculates the energy consumed that transmits or 

receives unit bit data packets with the neighboring nodes based on the distance between each other. At 

the same time, set the threshold Eth for each node’s residual energy. If the node’s residual energy Eres 

Less than or equal to threshold Eres≤Eth, this node will no longer serve as a relay node for any node. As 

shown in Fig. 1, E(i,k) denotes the energy consumption that the node Vi transmits unit bit data packets to 

the node Vk and the node Vk received it. E(i,j) denotes the energy consumption that the node Vi transmits 

unit bit data packets to the node Vj and the node Vj received it. E(j,k) denotes the energy consumption that 

the node Vj forward unit bit data packets to the node Vk and the node Vk received it. Compare the size of 

E(i,k) and E(i,j)+ E(j,k). If the node Vj simultaneously meet the conditions: 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )E i j E j k E i k+ <  (5) 

 ( )
res th

E j E≥  (6) 

Formula (5) and (6) shows that the node Vi transmits n-bit data packets to the node Vk through the node 

Vj forwarding save energy more than the node Vi directly transmits n-bit data packets to the node Vk. The 

node Vj can be used as relay node of the node Vi and the node Vk. So the node Vj is qualified relay node. 

The formula (5) can calculate, where formula (4) k=2, then 

 ( ) 2

1
, 2

elec
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2
, 2
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If we want the inequality (5) holds, so 
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Therefore, when the value of elec
E

ε

 is constant, the condition of inequality (14) can be satisfied. That is 

to say qualified relay nodes can be selected according to the formula (5) and (6). Specific steps are as 

follows: 

Step 1. During the initialization of the network, all mobile nodes broadcast the “hello” message with the 

maximum transmission power Pmax. The “hello” message included node’s unique ID, position, and 

current moving speed. 

Step 2. Each mobile node calculates the distance to the neighbors after receiving the “hello” message 

from its neighbors. And calculated the total energy consumed that transmitted unit bit data packets to the 

neighbors according to the formula (4). Then put the neighbors and the corresponding energy 

consumption values into the First Neighbor Set (FNS).The First Neighbor Set FNS(i) of the node Vi is 

shown in Table 1. The First Neighbor Set FNS (j) of the node Vj is shown in Table 2. 

Table 1. The First Neighbor Set FNS (i) of the node Vi 

FNS(i) Energy consumption of transmission unit bit data packet 

Vk E(i,k) 

Vj E(i,j) 

Table 2. The First Neighbor Set FNS (j) of the node Vj  

FNS(j) Energy consumption of transmission unit bit data packet 

Vi E(j,i) 

Vk E(j,k) 

 

Step 3. Each mobile node broadcasts the FNS after they obtained their own FNS. So each node knows 

the FNS of all its one hop neighbors. For Fig. 1, the node Vi stores FNS(i), FNS(j), FNS(k). 

Step 4. The node Vi arranged the energy consumption of transmission unit bit data packet of FNS (i) in 

descending order. The node Vi selects the node Vk from it’s owe FNS (i) with the largest energy 

consumption of transmission unit bit data packet in turn. Then selects the other remaining neighbor Vj 

and check FNS (j). If there is no Vk in the FNS (j), continue to select other remaining neighbor nodes of 

node Vi. If the node Vk is also in the FNS (j), take out the corresponding energy consumption value E(j, k) 

and add the node Vi to the node Vj energy consumption value E(i,j), E(j,k)+E(i,j). Then compare with 

E(i,k). If E(j,k)+E(i,j) and E(i,k) meet the conditions (5) and the node Vj meet (6), it shows that the node 

Vj can act as the relay node of node Vi and node Vk. The node Vi can remove the Vk from the FNS(i) and 

transfer the node Vj from the FNS (i) to the FS (Forward Set). According to the above method, the node 

Vi complete the search on the FNS (i) of all nodes. 

Step 5. The neighbor nodes of any node in the network can be divided into FNS and FS after the node 

executed the the first part of the PCTMA algorithm. The node finds out the farthest distance node from 

itself in the FNS and FS, then according to the distance between the two nodes to calculate the 
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transmission power based on the formula (1). Replace the the initial value of the maximum transmission 

power Pmax with calculated result. 

4.2 Power Adjustment Prejudging Mechanism 

In order to maintain the connectivity of the topology in the running process of network, any node Vi in 

the network transmits the “Live” message every time tm. And each node only receives one-hop neighbors’ 

message. Specific steps are as follows: 

Step 1. The node can update the FNS and FS according to the received “Live” messages. If the node Vi 

dose not received the one of it’s neighbors message from the node Vj after the time t0, the node Vi will 

record the transmission power value Pi at this time.  

Step 2. Tthe node Vi will first to find it’s FS(i) and check whether there are other nodes satisfy the 

condition(5) (6) can replace the the node Vj. If there is, the node Vi does not adjust its transmission power, 

using the qualified node in the FS(i) replace the node Vj. And remove the node Vj from the FS(i).  

Step 3. If there is not, the node Vi will prejudge whether adjusted its transmission power to the maximum 

or should be adjusted its transmission power to the current 1.5 times.  

Step 4. If the node Vi adjusted its transmission power to the current 1.5 times can not repair the link, the 

node Vi will adjuste its transmission power to the Pmax directly. Then find out qualified nodes. 

Step 5. If the node Vi can not find out qualified nodes, it will be tell it’s parent node that can not reach the 

node Vj. 

Step 6. If the parent node of the node Vi receives the message from the node Vi that can not reach the 

node Vj, the node will repeat the above topology maintenance algorithm to find the FS or adjust its 

transmission power. So the node will check its FS first, and check whether there are other nodes to 

replace the node Vi. If there are, the node needs not to adjust its transmission power. If there is not, the 

node will judge increase its transmission power 1.5 times or directly increase the power to the maximum 

based on the above strategy. 

Specific judgment methods of step3 are as follows: 

Modified the formula (1) as follow: 

 r
i

a
i

P

C
=  (16) 

If adjusted the transmission power of the node Vi to the current 1.5 times, the communication radius of 

the node Vi is r
'

i
: 
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r
' i

a
i

P

C
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The transmission power was increased 1.5 times, the communication radius was increased rΔ : 

 

'
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r
i i

a a
i i

P P
r r

C C
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The node Vi moves with the current speed vj and the movement distance is d, the time required is tΔ : 

 

r
t

-
j i

υ υ

Δ
Δ =  (19) 

The node Vi make a judgment before it adjusts the transmission power. If the node Vi adjusts the 

transmission power to the current 1.5 times, the failure relay node Vj is still or not in its own 

communication range. When the node Vi transmits the “Live” message, but the node Vj dose not receive it. 

Assuming that the relay node Vj is just outside the edge of the communication radius of the node Vi. As 

shown in Fig. 3(a). The node Vi dose not receive the feedback message from the relay node Vj after the 

time t0. The node Vj continues to move. If the node Vi adjusted its transmission power to the current 1.5 

times and then transmits the “Live” message to the node Vj. After the time t0, the Vi still dose not receive 

the feedback message from the relay node Vj. It shows that the node Vj has been moved out of the '

r
i
. As 

shown in Fig. 3(b). The time that node Vj moves the distance rΔ  with the relative velocity |vj-vi| can be 
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calculated by the formula (19). the node Vi judges the whether adjusted its transmission power to the 

current 1.5 is effect need two “Live” messages, and the time interval is 2t0. So directly compare the size 

of the 2t0 and tΔ . If tΔ >2t0, it shows that the node Vj is still in the communication radius of the node Vi 

after the node Vi adjusted its transmission power to the current 1.5 times. That is to say the node Vj 

haven’t had time yet to move the distance rΔ , it can receive the next “Live” message from the node Vi 

and feedback it. If tΔ <2t0, it shows that the node Vi adjusts its transmission power to the current 1.5 

times has no effect at this time, the node can adjust the current transmission power to the Pmax.  

 

Fig. 3. (a) The node Vi adjusted its transmission power to the current 1.5 times 

 

Fig. 3. (b) The node Vi adjusted its transmission power to the current 1.5 times 

The flow chart of the PCTMA algorithm as shown in Fig. 4. 

4.3 Maintenance Mechanism Based on Event Triggering 

With the adjustment of the node’s transmission power and the change of the communication radius, the 

node’s movement and the failure node due to energy depletion, the FNS and FS may be changed. In this 

paper we define two events for these situations: Join i(j), Leave i(j). Nodes take different maintenance 

strategies according to different events they detected. 

Join i(j). When the node Vi detects the beacon from the node Vj for the first time. It shows that the node 

Vi detected a new neighbor. 

Leave i(j). when the node Vi hasn’t detected the predetermined beacon from the node Vj . It shows that 

the node Vj has out of the communication range of the node Vi, or the node Vj has left the network, or the 

node Vj has became the failure node due to energy exhausted. 
Maintenance strategies for the two events: 

(1) When the node Vi detects the event Join i(j), the node Vi will first to find it’s FS(i) and FNS(i), then 

check whether there are other nodes satisfy the condition(5) (6) can become the relay nodes of the node 

Vi and the node Vj. If there are, updating the FNS(i) and FS(i) according to the above strategies. 

Meanwhile check the node Vj can or can not be the relay node for the others. If can, update the FS(i). 

(2) when the node Vi detects the event Leave i(j), the node Vi according to the above strategies and the 

flow chart shown in Fig. 4 for topology maintenance. 
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If the node detects two events both occurred, it is executed in sequential order. 

 

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the PCTMA algorithm  
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5 Simulation Experiment and Result 

We use OPNET to carry out the simulation in this paper and NAPC algorithm, XTC algorithm were 

selected for comparison. The performance indexs that average transmission power, link connectivity and 

the number of live nodes in the network are compared with the PCTMA algorithm. 

5.1 Simulation Scenarios and Parameters Setting 

The simulation scene parameter settings are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Simulation parameter 

Parameter item (unit) Configuration data 

Network coverage area (m2) 1000×1000 

Network simulation time (s) 1000 

Number of nodes 40 

The maximum communication radius of the node(m) 100 

The maximum transmission power of the node(mW) 50 

The moving speed of the node (m/s) [0,25] 

Eelec (nJ/bit) 50 

ε (pJ/bit/m2) 100 

The size of the data packet(Byte) 512 

5.2 Simulation Results and Analysis 

The relationship between average transmission power and the number of mobile nodes in the network is 

shown in Fig. 5. The figure shows that the average transmission power of XTC, NAPC, PCTMA 

algorithms are decreased with the number of nodes in the network increases. Because with the increase of 

the nodes in the network, the qualified relay node will be increased. So the node can reduce the 

transmission power. In addition, for the same number of nodes, the average transmit power of the 

PCTMA algorithm is smaller than XTC, NAPC. Firstly, in the first part of the PCTMA algorithm, the 

qualified relay nodes were selected based on the energy model. Each node is as far as possible to send 

data with minimum transmit power. Secondly, when the node detects lost contact with one of its neighbor, 

nodes are not blindly increase the transmission power in the PCTMA algorithm. But first to check the FS 

whether there are other nodes can replace the failure node. Then judgment which way should be adopted 

to increase the transmission power to maintain connectivity with the network. Furthermore the new nodes 

join the network are taking into considered. For the new nodes the PCTMA algorithm can further save 

energy through judging whether update FNS and FS. 

 

Fig. 5. Average transmission power 

The relationship between the node speed and the connectivity degree of the network is shown in Fig. 5. 

The figure shows that the connectivity degree is decreased with the node speed increased. Because node 

speed increases, displacement per unit time is increased. The node more easily move out of other node’s 
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communication range, the connectivity degree of the node will drop. From the Fig. 6, for the same move 

speed, the connectivity degree of the PCTMA algorithm is larger than other two algorithms. Because the 

power adjustment prejudging mechanism was used to repair the network in the PCTMA algorithm. And 

the PCTMA algorithm also considers that when the node increases its transmission power there may be 

other nodes become the new neighbors. The new neighbors may become the relay nodes. This helps to 

improve the connectivity of the network. 

 

Fig. 6. The connectivity degree of the network 

The relationship between the numbers of live nodes in the network and the simulation time is shown in 

Fig.7. The figure shows that with the simulation time increased, the numbers of live nodes in the network 

is decreased. But for the same simulation time, the numbers of live nodes in the network for PCTMA 

algorithm is more than XTC algorithm and algorithm NAPC. It is more effectively to save energy 

because of the energy model was used in PCTMA algorithm. Besides, in topology maintenance, PCTMA 

algorithm is not blind to increase nodes transmit power. But first to check the FS whether there are other 

nodes can replace the failure node. Then judgment which way should be adopted to increase the 

transmission power to maintain connectivity with the network. More importantly, the PCTMA algorithm 

defines two events to maintain the topology. The nodes according to the different event adopt the 

different maintenance strategies. And this helps to improve network performance. 

 

Fig. 7. The numbers of live nodes in the network 

6 Conclusions 

This paper we proposed a power control based on the topology maintenance algorithm PCTMA. The 

PCTMA algorithm is mainly aims at the node mobility, some nodes joining and exiting the network, 

node failure that may cause the mobile wireless sensor network topology changes. Both theoretical 

analysis and simulation results show that the PCTMA algorithm can save energy more effectively, 

maintain the network topology and prolong the life cycle of the network compared with existing topology 
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maintenance algorithms. PCTMA algorithm is different from the current topology maintenance algorithm 

based on topology reconstruction. Through adjust the nodes transmission power to the proper size to 

maintain the network topology. The next step will be based on the status of the nodes in the network and 

how to further reduce the overhead of topology maintenance to optimization algorithm. 
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